The separation of spectra algorithm contributes a simple technique for designing 2-D circularly symmetric digital filters. The calculation of the pole-,and zero-coefficients of a filter of order(pl,p201,q2) needs the solution of two systems of equations.Their soluion using Gauss el4mination method consumes 0(p2+ pl(l+p2)) + 0(q2+ ql(l+q2)) complex operations. For reducing the complexity of calculation,a 2-D Levinson algorithm is deduced and used for solving the two systems of equations , The complexity of calculation is reduced to 0(p2 + NN pl(l+p2)) + 0(q2+q1(1+q2)) -complex operation.The 2-D separation of spettra algorithm which employs the 2-D Levinson algorithm is simple,fast,robust,and efficient.Besides,it has been efficiently used for the design of different kinds of 2-D recursive digital filters.
I.INTRODUCTION
The design of 2-D digital filters is a very important problem, since 2-D filters are employed in many applications.They are used for enhancement of photographic data,such as weather photos,air photos,and medical X-rays.Also,they are used for processing seismic records and magnetic data.Five approaches for the tesign of 2-D digital filters exist;the space domain approach lithe frequency transformation approachp-Mthe Itimization approach 4-5').,spectral factorization approach [6-7 " and the statistical app oach [8] .We introduce in this paper a fast version of the separation of spectra algorithm which belongs to the statistical approach.The algorithm is considered as an extention of the separation of spectra algorit used for the design of 1-D recursive [9] and non recursive[10 digital filters.
The separation of spectra algorithm starts by calculating the 2-D pole-coefficients of the filter as a result of the exact fitting of the correlation function of the desired(ideal) characteristic.Then,the reciprocal of the inverse filtered spectral density function is separated.The correlation of the separated characteristic is then fitted to get the required zerocoefficients of the filter.A filter of order (pl,p2,q1,q2) requires the solution of two systems of equations for calculating its plxp2• pole-coefficients and qlxq2 zero-coefficients. The algorithm in[8] used Gauss elimination (G.E.) method for solving the two systems of equations.The calculation of pole-, and zgro-coefficients consumed 0(p24-pl(14-p2)) and 0(q21.-q1(1 4q2)) respectively.For reducing the complexity of calculation the 2-D Levinson algorithm proposed in this paper is used.The complexity of calculation g f pole-,and zero coefficients is reduced to 0(p2+ pl(li-p2)) and 0(q2tql(11-q2)) respectively. The 2-D Levinson algorithm is similar to the 1-D Levinson one [ll] .It solves the system of Toeplitz (or simi-Toeplitz) equations recursively,starting by order (1,1) and increasing the order upto the predetermined one((pl,p2),or(q1,q2))•
II.2-D SEPARATION OF SPECTRA ALGORITHM
The 2-D separation of spectra algorithmV! introduces a simple and efficient method for the design of -circularly symmetric causal recursive filters.It starts by solving the approximation problem for the pole-coefficients (the coefficients of the denominator polynomial of the filter's transfer function). After this step,the algorithm separates the reciprocal of the inverse filtered spectral density characteristic,which is then used for solving the approximation problem for the zero-coefficients (coefficients of the numerator polynomial of the filter's transfer function).
The transfer function of the filter,H(z1,z2),is to be calculated such that its spectral density characteristic approximates a desired (ideal) one (RI(zl,z2)),namely :
where -92
For solving this approximation problem,the steps of the algorithm are manipulated as follows :
2-solve the system of equations to get the pole-coefficients
,and (m,n)#(q1,q2) (
3-check the stability of the filter using the conjecture in [8] 4-calculate the inverse filtered spectral density function as
5-calculate the correlation of the reciprocal of RA(z1,z2) as
6-solve the system of equations to get the zero-coefficients
,and (m,n)(I1,N) (7) where M,N are integers>o,and are chosen to change range of fitting the correlation function rr(m,n).
The calculation of the pole-,and zero-coefficients of the \\ filter using (4) and (7) requires 0(p2+ pl(l+p2)) 3 and 0(q2+ ql(1+q2)) complex operations respectively.For large values of pl,p2,q1,and q2 the complexity of calculation is high.For reducing the complexity of calculation and consequently speeding up the design procedure,a 2-D Levinson algorithm is used for solving the two systems of equations (4) and (7).
III.2-D LEVINSON ALGORITHM
The system of equations given by :
has an interesting property shown when rewritting it in matrix form as follows :
10)
Since r(n) is the correlation function,one can see that the elements along any diagonal of the matrix R are identical.This matrix is called assymmetric Toeplitz.The solution of (10) using the traditional G.E method(matrix inversion) consumes 0(p) complex operations.Levinson4 derived an elegent recursive procedure fo5 solving this y e of equations.The method requires only 0(p) complex operations • a big saving from the more general methods.Since equations (4) and (7) comprise the same property of matrix R in Eq.(10),with blocks replace elements,we derive in this section a 2-D generalized Levinson algorithm (GLA) for solving them recursively.In the following we give the algorithm interms of the parameters of Eq.(4). For calculating the coefficients amn with m=n,Eq's (19),(22), and (23) are used once.
The calculation of the zero-coefficients is performed using the above recursion with (q1,q2) replaces (pl,p2),(rl,N) replaces (q1012),and rr(m,n) replace ri(m,n).Therefore,the calculation of the pole-,and zero-coefficients is accomplished by Employing the 2-D L.A two times.Their calculation requires 0 (26) m n-1 f m ,n i,j;m,n-1 ri(gli-m-i,q2+n-j)/e m,n-1 i=o j=o r-0(p2 pl (1-e -p2) )2 and 0(q2+ ql(l+q2) ) 2 respectively. The above algorithm is general and could be employed for any type of symmetry.However,for a circularly symmetric filter a 50 I. reduction in the complexity of calculation of the original algorithm is attained,since the coefficients of the filter must be symmetric arround the straight line m=n.
IV.PRACTICAL RESULTS
In the following we give an example for designing a low-pass filter to show the performance of the separation of spectra algorithm and the efficiency of the 2-D L.A.for reducing the complexity of calculation of pole-and zero-coefficients.The ideal characteristic is circularly symmetric and specified by (64x64) sampled points.The ideal -characteristic of the filter is defined by : and f sl and f s2 are the sampling frequencies in the fl and f 2 directions respectively (see Fig.1 ).The above characteristic is approximated by the recursive filter having pl=p2=2 and ql=g2=1.The resulting characteristic is shown in Fig.2 .Increasing pl and p2 to 3 and 3,the performance of the filter improves while the complexity of calculation increases.The performance(Peak Pass Band Ripples(PPBR),and Minimum Stop Band Attenuation(MSBA)) of the filter and the complexity of calculation in both cases are given in Table 1 .From this table,it is clear that using the 2-D L.A.,a big saving in the complexity of calculation of pole-,and zero-coefficients is attained. 
V.CONCLUSION
The 2-D separation of spectra algorithm is a simOle,robust, and straightforward approach for the design of 2-D circularly symmetric causal recursive filters.For speeding up the calculation of pole-,and zero-coefficients of the filter using this approach,a 2-D Levinson algorithm has been deduced.This algorithm could be generally used in the linear prediction of 2-D ARMA filter,and it has been adapted to the problem of designing 2-D causal recursive digital filters.The circularly symmetric constraint put on the correlation function has led to a symmetry in the coefficients of the filter and consequently a rather simplification in the calculation,over the general case,has been attained.The complexity of calculation has been \ . reduced to 0((p2+pl(l+p2))2 + (q2+ ql(1+q2))
2 )complsx operations insead of 0( (p2+ pl(l+p2)) 3 + (q2+ ql(l*q2))3) complex operations when using Gauss elimination method.
Using the separation of spectra algorithm together with the 2-D Levinson algorithm we have designed different shapes of 2-D circularly symmetric causal recursive digital filters. Moreover,the algorithm could be adjusted to design 2-D nonrecursive digital filters.
